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Classroom lighting design plays a particularly critical educa-
tional role because of the direct relationship between good
lighting and a student's performance, between eye fatigue and
eye health, and between eye health and general health. Both per-
formance and health mark the adult for life since no one yet
has managed to go back and re-do his early years.

Falk (1972)

The lighting of a school building should be considered an
active element of the total educational environment. In
addition to ensuring efficient performance of visual tasks, a
good lighting system contributes significantly to the aes-
thetic and psychological character of the learning space.
Thus, lighting should be an integral part of the design of the
entire educational facility, and the opinion of the lighting
designer show be called for wherever there is to be anlil
interplay bet veen light and structure.

Research has shown that visibility depends on the quality
of the entire visual environment, not just on the quantity of
available light. It is through the contrast between a task (ob-
ject) and its background that the eye sees. But excessive
contrast, caused by glare from improperly placed light
sources or reflected from nearby surfaces, reduces visibility
and causes fatigue. 'Other forms of glare, called "veiling re-
flectioils," may also cause weariness by reducing the contrast
between the task and its background. Optimum visibility,
therefore, is achieved through proper placement of _light
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sources and selection of surface textures and colors to control the effects of contrasting
surface brightnesses and reflected glare.

Recent literature on school illumination recommends a combination of natural and
artificial lighting. Several documents cited 'n this review give evidence that reliance on
artificial light sources alone may have adverse biological repercussions. Other documents
describe lighting problems peculiar to open plan schools. The trend in luminous design
provides for maximum lighting flexibility through use of both fluorescent and incandescent
lamps. The latter are more mobile and can be used especially where variable accents are
desired.

Thirteen documents are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service.
Complete instructions for ordering arc given at the end of the review.,

UNDERSTANDING LIGHT

In a report on the biological implications
of artificial lighting, Wurtman (1968) en,
coumges illuminating engineers to use
natural light (or spectral facsimiles) sources
whenever possible in modern artificial en-
vironments., He points out that in addition
to providing visual stimulus, environmental
lighting exerts profound biologic effects on
humans and other mammals.

Light acts on the skin to stimulate syn,
thesis of Vitamin D It also acts, through
the eyes, to control several glands and many
metabolic processes. Light, or its absence,
"induces" certain biologic functions and
serves as synchronizer for basic body
rhythms.

Wurtman reports that alteration., in en-
vironmental lighting can produce marked,
and sometimes pathological, changes in the
body's metabolism. He recommends that as
information accumulates about the mecha-
nisms of the biologic effects of light,
sources should be modified to become
compatible with human-needs.

A speech by Logan (1969) on the
influences of the electromagnetic environ-
ment on life and man gives evidence that
sea level solar radiation is biologically bene-

ficial and necessary for man's physical and
mental health. Logan observes that urban
man has inadequate exposure to certain
wavelengths of ultraviolet light normally
.received from sunlight, and that man has
created an electromagnetically polluted en-
vironment potentially harmful to life.

He emphasizes that man must concern
himself with creating a biologically opti-
mum electromagnetic environment: To
achien'this, he recommends the creation of
a new profession, "spectrum engineering,"
to deal with electromagnetic radiation and
its biological effects on life: An important
responsibility of this new profession should
be the development of "bio-lighting"
sourcesartificial illumination with a light
quality the approximate equivalent of sun-
light found at sea level. Logar supplements
his presentation with a listing of the effects
of various wavelengths of solar radiation on
life and includes references for further
research.

A publication by the National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness (1963) stresses
the importance of illumination for the
school child: Visual efficiency hay a marked
effect on many learning situations and is
influenced by a number of factors. Physio-
logical factors are the stage of growth and



development of the child's eyes, and the
presence of eye defects. Physical lighting
factors include relative brightness of object
and background (contrast), size and dis-
tance of object, amount of illumination, and
glare. The document also discusses illu-
mination quality and quantity in relation
to brightness balance, reflection factors in
the environment, natural lighting and its
control, artificial lighting and its control,
and lighting ,aaintenance. In addition, the
role of the teacher in the illumination
program is described in terms of how he
can improve seeing conditions in the
classroor.:'.

In an early report on coordinated class-
rooms, Harmon (1951) explicates the physi,
cal relationship of the student to classroom
environment in terms of light control. He
slums how shadows, glare, inadequate
light distribution, desks, and desk positions
affect the student's physiological and psy-
chological well-being. The effects of light
diffusion on desks, chalkboard :, interior
walls, and ceilings are examined in rela-
tion to vision and posture. Harmon also
describes a study comparing learning
achievement in light - controlled and
non-light-controlled environments.

Larson and others (1965) suggest that
natural lighting has no measurable effects
on student learning. The authors report the
results of a study to determine the effects of
windowless classrooms on student achieve-
ment in grades K through 3. Observations
made in two schools, one with windows and
one without, indicate that windows have
little effect on a child's performance.
Teachers in the windowless classrooms
noted fewer distractions from outside noise
and weather conditions, though a few com-
plained about drafts and stuffiness. At.%
tudes of parents and children ranged from
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curiosity to indifference. The authors con-
clude by reminding the planner of window-
less rooms to provide for adequate artificial
lighting and mechanical ventilating systems.

The research reported by Larson and his
colleagues did not focus on physiological or
psychological effects of light itself; rather
the study sought to empirically test non-
fenestrated learning environments against
pupil achievement. Before investing in
totally windowless schools, it would appear
that educators should carefully consider
comments made by both Logan and Wurt-
man (noted above) concerning the positive
values of natural light. The most recent
literature on school lighting (cited in the
next section of this review) tends to prefer
a combination of natural and artificial light
sources.

Most of the literature on lighting empha-
sizes that improper illumination seriously
reduces the ability to perform visual tasks.
Levy's (1967) brief and infort .al summary
of school lighting considerations points out
that people tend to be unaware of their
luminous environment. He urges early
training .f children to recognize the value
of proper lighting.

SCHOOL LIGHTING

A recent article in American School &
University (Corgan 1972) cautions against
lighting mistakes that may limit the effec-
tiveness of open plan schools. Because such
schools accommodate many groupings and
configurations of students and teachers,
lights should not be arranged in long strips
extending into several teaching areas and
controlled by a single switch. Square or
rectangular groups of fixtures provide far
more flexibility. Aesthetic variation and

,
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cost savings can be achieved by lowering
light levels in public areas.

Carpeting, a standard in most open plan
schools, also plays an integrated role in the
luminous environment. By providing uni-
form light absorption and reflectance, it
avoids glare problems posed by vinyl tile.
The glare factor requires various tradeoffs
between lighting and maintenance design.

Glossy surfaces are easier to clean but pro-
duce more glare; matte surfaces collect dust
but transmit light evenly for a more har-
monious effect.

Corgan proposes a general theory for
maximizing flexibility while maintaining
reasonable cost-effectivenesslimit the
number of components (luminaires, types
of lamp, and so forth) while increasing the

SUMMARY OF GENERAL LIGHTING PRINCIPLES

The cwality of the light is more important than its quantity.

The amount of light should be proportionate to the task performed.

Task (object) brightness should be equal to or slightly greater than brightness of the entire visual
environment. The brightness balance should be the dominant factor in lighting design.

Excessive contrast (bright light, dark background) causes weariness and poor concentration.
Shadows should be eliminated to improve performance and incree,e information retention

Surroundings should not be less than one-fifth the brightness of the task and preferably one-third
its brightness.

Continuous overhead diffused light is the most efficient and economical form of artificial lighting.
It also produces minimum glare.

Glare from nearby surfaces should be reduced as much as possible through use of matte finishes
and avoidance of glossy paints, varnishes, and plastics.

The angle at which materials are held to the light source is critical. Because of :he reflected glare-
work areas should never be directly under light sources.

Use of polarizing panels is one of the most effective ways of reducing glare.

Uniform light is not always best

White light gives maximum visibility,, but other colors may be introduced for psychological and
aesthetic reasons.

o Colors of surrounding areas should be considered in a balanced luminous environment.

Lighting should be well integrated with other building design factors (spatial, thermal, visual,
acoustic, and aesthetic).

The footcandle is not the best criterion for determining proper illumination.

An objective method should be used to determine the effectiveness of any given lighting system
Methods are described in many of the technical manuals.

These general observations about lighting and its relation to visual task performance are drawn from
Layy (19671, Gibson (1965), and Crouch (1966).



hinge of applications (switching configura-
tions, surface treatments, and so forth). He
also discusses major alternatives for mount-
ing light 'ix tures and gives two examples of
open plan schools that demonstrate good
lighting design.

In another American .School c' C'riitcr
city article, Falk (1972) offers a detailed
sum/flay of basic lighting considerations
for school design. In addition to maintaining
a minimum Imightness level, the effective
learning environment must control both
direct and indirect 'glare. After explaining
the effects of glare on visual performance,
Falk identifies sex eral methods of glare re-
duction that have become standard in the
well planned classroom. Glossy paints on
walls, glossy varnishes on furniture, and
modernistic chrome trim should be avoided.
He also athises educators t-) guard against
the glare caused by plastic airfaces on visual
aids, teaching machines, and translucent
cox ers for books. Manufacturers should he
caged to provide matte finishes wherever
possible.

Falk also describes recent developments
in fluorescent and incandescent lighting,
the most significant of which is the twin-
beam fluorescent fixture. The twin beams

minimize glare and gontrol reflections. Bet-
ter texture is created by their sharply de-
fined directional quality. For technical
adx ice and standards, Falk recommends use
of the 1972 fifth edition of the /ES Light-
ing Handbook (available from the Illuminat,
ing Engineering Society, 343 East 47th
Street, New York, New York 10017) and
the . lineman Standard Guide for .Sc!wol
Lighting. published by the American Insti-
tute of Architects in 1962. gtanda:ds
shown in this guide were reaffirmed by the
American National Standards Institute in
1970.
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In an article in School Management,
Shemitz (1972) gives a profile of an ele-
mentary school where the lighting designer
participated in every decision affecting the
interplay of light and structure. Monotony
of uniform high intensity light is avoided
throughout the building by providing ac-
cents, interest, and variety in lighting and
architectural effects. A combination of
fluorescent and incandescent lights, to-
gether with ample provisions for natural
lighting, helps to achieve an optimum open
plan learning environment.

Results of a study by Sampson (1970)
show that many lighting systems now in
common use are less than 20 percent effec-
tive in terms of adequate "glare-free"
illumination, To determine how contrasts
from different light sources affect the
ability to see visual tasks in the school
room, Sampson measured and analyzed
eighteen significantly different classroom
lighting systems. Using criteria and tech-
niques from previous lighting research, he
evaluated the lighting systems according to
degFees of visual contrast provided.

One significance of Sampson's examina-.
tionis that it considers the many potentially
negative effects of lighting fixtures and
their arrangements. His detailed report
includes comparative data and specific con-
clusions regarding the effectiveness of
various systems and provides valuable rec-
ommendations regarding the design of new
or remodeled luminous environments.

The application of good lighting prin-
ciples to school lighting receives attention
in a bulletin by England's Department of
Education and Science (1967). The study
also considers circumstances in which day-
lighting and artificial sources may be de-
signed together. Appendixes treat in greater
detail some of the problems that arise in
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lighting specifi areas of the school, in
lighting for the partially sighted, and in re-
modeling old schools.

Gibson (1965), the June 1965 issue of
.1 mertcan School Board Journal, and Crouch
(1966) provide dated but still useful per-
spectives on school lighting concepts. Many
of tits, observations made by Gibson and
Crouch appear in the "Summary of General
Lighting Principles" (page 4 of this review),
Gibson also points out that beauty, com,
fort, safety, security, and full use of space
should accompany speed and accuracy of
task performance as criteria for adequate
luminous enNironments. To improve general
visibility conditions, he recommends avoid,
ing high glare surfaces in purchasing instruc-
tional materials and equipment.

In addition to discussions of concepts
and challenges 'relating to lighting design,
the American School Board Journal con-
tains article's on maintenance evaluation,
use of glass, effects of illumination on
learning, auditorium lighting, remodeling
school lighting, and relevant new products
for school illumination.

Crouch's, discussion of modern school
flexible lighting requirements stresses inte-
gration of the luminous environment with
visual and acoustic aspects of school build-
ing design. After presenting a table of ac-.
ceptable illumination levels and surface
reflectances, he provides a sketch showing
potential sources of specularly reflected
glare and a simple test for determining
discomfort glare.

TECHNOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Implications of the total energy concept
(integrated central lighting, heating, cooling,
and. power systems) for schools and colleges
are reported in an Educational Facilities
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Laboratories (1967) document. The con-
cept entails higher initial in% estments for
onsite power generation, but promises
greater long-range operating economies.
EFL's examination of design alternai% es
measured against long-term engineering
costs suggests that total energy systems may
he the best 4olution for modern school
energy needs. Case studies and discussions
of future trends are included in the report.
together with guidelines for feasibility
studies and plant and equipment design.

A publication by the General Electric
Company (1966) discusses design implica-
tions and methods for the .e.alui.tion and
control of integrated systems utilizing the
heating potential of lighting equipment. Its
treatment of general principles, includes heat
transfer, heat from lamps and luminaires,
and control of lighting heat. Suggested sys-
tems include total control systems, bleed -oft
systems, separate sy'ste'ms, and water and air
systems. The document also explains all-
electric syStenis components such as heat
pumps and electric supplementary heating.
Extensive use of photos, schematic draw,
ings, and charts show heat and light outputs
of different lamps, and heat transfer with
different exhaust methods.

A "Lite-Therm System" for providing
occupant comfort in glass fajfide buildings
is presented in a publication by the Envi-
ronmental Systems Corporation (1967). The
system intercepts radiant heat before it
enters the room and integrates the building's
lighting, heating, and cooling systems
through a combination of luminaires, in-
duction boxes, and louvers.

The twin-beam fiAture described by
Falk also receives detailed attention in an
Atnerican School & University article by
Gardner (1971). He affirms that the twin-
beam design provides cost-effective,
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optimum visibility with a' minimum of
glare. Ile also describes a new lighting 2:dila-
tion technique that measures reflected glare
as well as footcandles.

Allphin (1965) discusses basic principles
and circuitry of the most commonly used
lamp types. In additn to identifvh
troubleshooting and cleaning t:chniques,
his guide examines lighting 'Fundamentals,
economical lighting systems, and incandes-
cent, fluorescent, and mercury lamps.

The .1n:el-lean Standard Guide for School
Lighting (American Institute of Architects
1962) is 'designed for `educators as well as
architects. The guide surveys changing goals

rind needs of school lighting and discusses
techniques for evaluating the lighting re-
quirements of carious tasks. Visibility
variables such as size, contrasts, reflectance,
glare, and illumination quality receive at-
tention together with the relative merits
and characteristics of artificial and natural
lighting. Information is also given on illumi-
nation design and maintenance procedures.
The guide concludes with special applica-
tions of lighting principles, using, examples
ranging from art rooms to swimming pools.
Appendixes list technical data, instruments
used in the lighting sun eyind definitions
of relevant terms.

I lopkinson'(1963) discusses lighting prin-
ciples in terms of physiology, psychology,
engineering, rhysics, and architectural de-
sign., The fist "part of his substantive
treatment describes elements of architec-
tural physics and includes information on
physiological aspects of lighting, visual
performance, lighting design, calculation
and measurement of illumination levels,
daylighting, glare and visual comfort, re-
flectance, and color. Edited reprints of
papers pleviously published by Hopkinson
and his colleagues complete his book.
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In his 1964 book on lighting and archi-
tectural design, Phillips to bridge the
gap between architects and illuminating
engineers. Ile offers information and analy-
sis of how natural and artificial lighting

feet building design, illumination levels
ect vision, and lighting relates to safety.

In addition to the nature of light and carious
relevant economic factors, Phillips discusses
lighting control and the interaction be-

.
tween lighting and other building s stems
(heating, electricai, id structural). A sec-
tion on computations presents methods of -

daylight and artificial light calculation,
details of the lumen calcuhtion method,
and explanations of combatting Ore born
light sources. Photographs and drawings il-
lustrate good and bad practices in lighting.

Pena (1957) reports that nattral lighting
effects can be predicted early in the design
of a. building through use of a model
testing method. Ile describes a method in,
operation at tilt-Texas Engineering Station
that enables tapid and economi testing of
a variety of architectural and lanacape
combination9.. Ile also gives a detailed
example of the test model procedure used
in conjunction with the design of a school
in Georgetown, Texas. Tests on the,.wim-
pleted build1/2g indicated that initial &odd
predictions were reasonably accurate.

An illusthted handbook on light shows
(Edmund Scientific Company 1969) gives
facts, ideas, techniques, suggestions, and
sources fo many h, rd-to-get materials and
products. The guide discusses black light,
flashing light, music vision, and lumia (.inti-
shapes). In addition to instructions 1,ir
creating special effects with overhead,
35mm, and kaleidoscope projectors, the
document decribcS, uses of sE.les, color
wheels, color organs, mirrors, movies,
screens, and light boxes. Information is also
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gi en on carious electrical requirements for
light shows.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND RELATED
RESOURCES

An annotated rlietence source for archi-
tects and engineers is provided by Hartman
(1968). His bibliography includes nineteen
short merviev articles and forty-three (loci'-
mews with an implicit orientaticin toward
classroom lighting. Major document content
areas are as follows: general 'specification
guides with some psycho-physiological back-
ground. evaluation of human responses to
various environmental aspects, mechanic-al
system evaluations, control of specific as-
pects of the luminous environment, and
environmental ratilg systems.

A selected bibliography by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educt.tional Facilities
(1970) is jntended to give an overview of
lighting design while maintaining a technical
level comprehensible. to the layman con-
cerned with school planning. Subject areas
include visual and lighted environments
relating to school facittees; man's bic!logical,
physiological, and psychological needs for
light in the school environment; electric
lights for educational facilities; lighting of
vudiovideo faicilities and auditoriums; pr'it-.
ision of daylight for the school erniron-

mem; and applications of lighting design to
educational facilities.

Larson (1965) presents a collection of
annotated abstracts on various aspects Of
the school environment. The abstracts re-
view existing literature describing various
relationships linking environment with
huthan behavior. Sections deal with en-
vironment and the human senses, as well as
with behavior in relation to the atmospheric,
luminous, sonic, and social environments.

.
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